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ABSTRACT
We investigate the issue of obtaining weights, which are associated with aggregation in fuzzy
signatures, from real world data. Our approach will provide a way to extract the relevance of
lower levels to the higher levels of the hierarchical fuzzy signature structure. We also handle
the non-differentiability of max-min aggregation functions for gradient based learning. A
mathematically proved method, which is found in the literature to approximate the derivatives
of max-min functions, has been used.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Vamos [1] and Koczy [3] the vector valued fuzzy sets concept [4] has been further
generalized to introduce the fuzzy signature concept. Fuzzy signatures model complex
structured problems with the help of hierarchically structured vector valued fuzzy sets and a
set of aggregation functions, which are not necessarily homogeneous.

In [6] we further enhanced the inference in fuzzy signatures, by introducing the weighted
aggregation method. The concept behind the weighted aggregation method is that it
introduces additional expert knowledge to the fuzzy signature structure. The weights in each
branch of a fuzzy signature imply the relevance of that branch to its higher level branches of
the fuzzy signature. Thus, fuzzy signatures are sophisticated problem solvers in vague
environments similar to some human abilities.

In this research we focus on finding a practical method to extract the weights from real world
data and to observe the improvement of the accuracy of the final results of the fuzzy
signatures. Section 2 shows the methodology of using the gradient descent learning method
for learning weights for the fuzzy signature structure from observations. Section 3 shows the
issue of non differentiability of maximum and minimum aggregation functions and a way of
overcoming the problem. Finally, Section 4 shows how to obtain derivatives for gradient
descent learning, using an example problem.

2. WEIGHTS LEARNING FROM OBSERVATIONS
In this section, we first briefly describe the weighted aggregation method for fuzzy signature
inference process. Next, we describe an algorithm for weights learning using gradient descent.
Fuzzy signatures are vector valued fuzzy sets, where each vector component can be a further
vector valued fuzzy set [3]. A fuzzy signature, s can be defined as,
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Fig.l1 shows an example of a fuzzy signature structure with two arbitrary levels g and (g+]).
Now, aggregation of the branch aOi level 0 of the fuzzy signature structure can be written as,



ao = @0 {aiI, where @0 is an arbitrary aggregation function, i=]...1, and aisE[o,i]. Also,
aggregation of an arbitrary branch ap ...i in level g (fig. 1) can be written as, ap i = @ P, lap ij I v
where @ i is an arbitrary aggregation function, j=]...n, and ap ...i* E [0,i]. These aggregation
functions, which are used for inference in fuzzy signatures, can be simple aggregations like
minimum (min), average (avg), maximum_average (max-avg), or maximum (max), which
were used in [6], or they can be complex aggregation functions as proposed in [3].
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Fig. 1. Fuzzy Signature Structure with two arbitrary levels g and (g+])

The weighted aggregation concept was proposed in [6] to provide additional expert
knowledge to the fuzzy signature structure by introducing the weighted relevance of each
branch to its higher branches of the fuzzy signature structure. In other words, weighted
relevance reflects the fact that some branches may contribute more to the final result than the
other branches in the same level. Therefore, the weighted relevance will give an additional
ability to fuzzy signatures for decision making in situations where input data are vague and
complex. This is equivalent to the situations where in real world physicians need to make
decisions depending on limited available diagnosis data of patients in emergency situations.

Weighted aggregation of an arbitrary branch ap ...i in a fuzzy signature (fig. 1) can be defined
as, ap i=@p iwp ap i>}, (1)
where @ i is an arbitrary aggregation function, i=]...n, and ap ii E [0,I]. The following
properties hold for arbitrary weighted relevance wp,

I. wpe[o,G ] II. Iw is not necessarily equal to 1.p ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~p=
Now, we shall focus on the issue of learning weights from real data. Let us assume that we
have t number of records (observations) in a training data set. Also, t is greater than the
number of weight coefficients needed to be learnt for the fuzzy signature structure. Further,
let us denote dk as the desired value for the training data record k(< t) and ek be the squared
error between the desired value and the actual value of the same record. Next, we can write
the squared error of the fuzzy signature structure in fig. 1 for training data record k as follows,
ek = (ak - dk )2, where ak is the final atomic result of the fuzzy signature s (fig.1) for training

data record k. Error function ek can be further expanded as follows, ek =-{@ [wi *a ] - dk }2

where @0 is an arbitrary aggregation function, i=]. .1, and wi E [o,i] . Further, above error
function ek can be generalized as follows,

ek = 2 {~~@°[ij(pE[wij (@iwypq*ai1 pq ])])] -dk} , where @0O, @ iand @ jarearbitrary

aggregation functions, i=].. . 1, 1j=. . .b, p=].. .m, q=].. .n , and w , wi1 , vvij pq E [o,1] . To avoid



the constraints on the weighted relevance factor wi, we replaced it by following sigmoid

function, w = (2)i I+e-1
where Ai E 9t. After the above transformation it becomes clear that for any values of the
parameter Ai the weighted relevance wi E [0,i] and wi is not necessarily equal to 1.
Therefore the constrained optimization problem has been transformed to an unconstrained
optimization problem. Now error function ek can be rewritten as follows,

ek *.....~i ia...pd (3)
ek=- +@ e''lAjj@A( t + e_j &aipq 0]

Next, the steepest gradient descent method has been used to minimize (as in [5]) the error ek.
Using the steepest gradient descent method we obtain the following equation to minimize the
error ek according to the A parameters in the equation (3). For arbitrary Aij pq at any level in

fig.1, the next update 2eXpq can be written as, j,,pq7=ji>.,pqe-,# )1 where /3 is the

learning rate and K D,.ek j is given by the following equation,

K(dek ~a 1+e "i . ii P | + e ' a i )) k

In this way we can obtain next updates for each A in the fuzzy signature structure. These
updates can be used to find the new weights for the fuzzy signature using equation (2). As
above equation (4) contains max and/or min functions we may face the problem of non-
differentiability of those functions. In the next section, we discuss how to approximate
derivatives for the above equation (4).

3. DERIVATIVES OF MAX-MIN FUNCTIONS FOR FUZZY SIGNATURES
As max-min functions are not strictly differentiable, a method has been proposed [2] to
approximate the side-derivatives and pseudo derivatives of max-min functions for gradient
descent techniques. We used these theorems to obtain the derivative of equation (4) when max
and/or min functions are present in equation (4). First we repeat the theorems we used and
then we discuss the differentiation of an arbitrary branch of the fuzzy signature in fig. 1. The
following theorems (i), (ii), and (iii) have been proved in [2].

Theorem (i): Let F(x) and G(x) be functions that are side-differentiable in the first order
and quasi-differentiable in the second order. Suppose F(x) and G(x) coincide over the interval

b X<Ub such thattxbe [lb,ub], F(x) = G(x), a+ = a(x+) and (x) G(x). Suppose
further that F(x) is periodic over the interval I. X .1<u' where lb <lb and u' > u . Then

Vxelb"']~dG(x) I DG(x) DG(x)dx+ 2( ax+ ax- )

Theorem (ii): Given G(x) = min7 (f(x)), such that fk (x) is continuous and side
differentiable Vlk =1...n, then G(x) is also continuous, and the following side derivatives
exists:



a) (x) = l f(x) aG(x) af(x)a3x+ ie®(x) ) ax- ie®(X)A ax )
where O(x)={ii E{l...n} and fi(x)=G(x)I.
Theorem (iii): Given G(x)= max7 (f(x)), such that fk (x) is continuous and side
differentiable Vk =1 ...n, then G(x) is also continuous, and the following side derivatives
exists:

a) G =(x@f(x) b) G(x) jm f(x)
ax+ iGe0(X) ax+ )ax- i() ax-

where ®(x) = {ilie{1l ...n} and fi (x) = G(x)

Now we can write the deravative of ek with respect to AP..i(Fig. 1)

as, k (a-d 0 Using theorem (i) we can write the deravative of ao with respect
ip...ii ap...lj

to AP ii as follows,

aao IF aa + aao { (5)
DPU>.i 2YlDZ'a P...,j 2 a P...,j aZP...,j
Now let us assume that following aggregation functions {min, avg, max- avg, maxi are used for
the aggregation of fuzzy signature in fig. 1. Also, recall the equation (1), which represents the
agrregated result of an arbitary branch ap i = p...i wp...ij ap...ij ,

wherep@. {min, avg, max avg, maxi. Now we get four different derivatives for equation (1)
depending on the selection of the @ p i. For all cases, Let g be an arbitrary level in the fuzzy
signature ao (fig.1) and (g+]) be next consecutive level of the same fuzzy signature. Using
theorem (ii) and (iii) the side derivatives of equation (1) can be written as,

Case I( min):
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,whereQ ={k|ke[1,n] and ap =w.. qi *aPk ,iE [1, m],and pe[1,l]

Case II @pi =max):

aa+ jj max a7J(wka)1 [ J;if Q;3 (II1)
p...' ) k
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Case III i =vg ):
aap n aJ\(wp.k *a -a(wp j (IIII)
aI p. ij k=1 aaZpij nt 8paZp.
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Case IV .@ = max- avg ): In this case equation (1) can be modified as follows,

ap.=-[max{ap ik XWp ikl+ avgap...ik X Wp...ik}2

aap} F max {(wp..iak){a
p {(Wp. ia..k)](aVp)

aA+j 2 Lk Qp 4i a2J n da2 Jj

aap min a(wp ... ik)*ap a(Wp Pii )j (IV2)
aA- i 2 Lk p i p ...i n t i ij

where .p.={kkE [1,n] and ap.=WPqi * apik ie [1,m], and pe [1,i]. Equation (IVI)
and (IV2) can be futher expanded as follows,

ap.r X p|. |;if
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4. EXAMPLE PROBLEM: SALARY SELECTION FUZZY SIGNATURE
In this section we describe how to calculate the derivatives for gradient descent
learning, discussed in section 2, using the method shown in section 3. The salary
selection fuzzy signature in [6] has been selected as the example real world problem.
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Fig.2. High Salary Selection Fuzzy Signature

The salary selection fuzzy signature (fig.2.a.) describes the selection of high salary of a
person given by work experience, contacts, and age.



Using the gradient descent method the next update of A at node a12 (fig.2.b.) can be written

as, =/12-4 k . Also, the rate of change of square error can be written as,aAl2
ae aak daak 'a k_ aa_kek 0 (k dk' Fute __ da~~ -~~ao- .d Frhraccording to (3), { + and using (Ill1) and
1il2 1il2 a ° )g ag2 L1a2 12

(112) we can write da= max Fd(akxw) and _whemr Fe(akxwj)
- i Q1l t ag'2 1d/12 ie1 2

2 ={ilie [1,2] and ak ak x wi}. Now as in (III) a can be expanded as,

aak0(cl x w ) ;if 1eXQ

Let us assume that, 1 e X then we can write Wa
I

= da and Iak - mi { d(a'k Wlk)
a' 1 a'g2 k-2k Q2 t ad2 J

a3a k
where Q2 =fklkE- [1,2] and a k = a~k W1 Now using (II) I can be written as,

aak 0 ;if 22 .{2}
I ={D(ak.W1

al2 12 12

; if Q2 ={2}a4l2
Assume that, {2} = Q2 then we can write: aa = * Similarly we can obtain a 0

5. CONCLUSION
The requirements of the weighted aggregation method and the issue of obtaining weights for
the weighted aggregation method for fuzzy signatures have been discussed. We also described
how to differentiate min-max function for gradient based learning of fuzzy signatures. A
practical example has been taken to show the technique of calculating derivatives of max-mmn
functions for learning.
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